
INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS 

 

The core competence of CMS is HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT of the student personality. The CMS 

Strategy Pyramid is the driving force for the entire strategy and planning framework in the institution.  

 

CMS VISION 

A centre of excellence, capable of empowering seekers of knowledge, through holistic education. 

 

MISSION 

To create worthy citizens, by providing holistic, qualitative, value based education and make them 

creative members of the global society. 

 

The institution encourages a constructive approach to extra curricular activities in accordance with its 

avowed aim of holistic development of the personality of the learner. CMS vision and mission are 

imbibed, in spirit and letter, by every member of the CMS family of management, staff and students. 

 

The curriculum frame provides the blueprint for the academic programmes. Each program has clearly 

defined objectives and outcomes.  

 

For example, a day dawns in CMS with an invocation to the Almighty from all students and the staff 

as an Indian or Bhutanese/ Rwandan/ Vietnamese / Tibetan leads the whole institution in prayer. If the 

morning rises with a supplication to the Almighty, the evening sets with the National Anthem, a 

celebration of the glory of the Motherland. 

 

Entering the institution in the morning, a student comes across words of wisdom from some Great 

Soul inscribed as ‘Thought for the Day’.  

 

To inculcate the spirit of oneness by dismantling differences in language, colour, custom and culture, 

the institution celebrates all regional and national festivals with the same conviction and enthusiasm.  

 

All the Office Bearers, the Principal and the Principals of sister institutions, the staff and students join 

together with religious fervour to celebrate the Independence Day, Republic Day, Onam, Pongal, 

Deepavali, and Christmas and the dignitaries who visit the college during such occasions never leave 

the campus without paying glorious tributes to the spirit of CMS. 

 

The Management, Principal and the staff of the institution find their self-definition in Eco 

Consciousness. Nurturing Nature is not a mere symbolic act for them as each teacher has planted a tree 

on the campus with active involvement of students. The trees have flourished together to a 

Biodiversity Park where on arid land, twenty two years ago; nothing grew but cactus and prickly 

pears. This Biodiversity Park represents a sacred grove for the Principal, the staff and students whose 

undying love for its flora and fauna is the touchstone of their abundant love for Nature. 

 

Again to make students familiarize themselves with the rich cultural heritage of the Nation, the 

Principal and two members of the faculty have jointly authored a book entitled Cultural Heritage of 

India. This book is prescribed as a text for all first year UG students of the college.  

 

Proficiency Tests, Bridge Courses, Remedial Classes, Academic Counselling, Group Discussions, 

Quiz Programmes, Tutorial System, framing of curriculum and syllabi in consultation with experts in 

academia and industry, Faculty Exchange for interdisciplinary programmes, introduction of value 

added courses, annual revision of syllabi, Placement Assistance etc. are other highlights of the campus 

life in CMS. 


